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NEWS FLASH! 
SUCCESSFUL SYSTEM DISCOVERED  
IN LAS VEGAS 
 

While playing Blackjack at the Las Vegas casinos, it was not 

long before I realized that the big winner at the end of each                      
day was the house, the owners. Some of us would win a little, 
they would win a LOT! The reason they were winning, it                                                                                                          
occurred to me, was we were playing their games                                                                                                              
with their built in assurance of profit. THAT WAS IT! The                                                            
Winning System (along the idea of – if you can’t beat them                                                             
join them) would be to somehow have the people playing my                                                                                                                                                                  
game. Since buying the casino was a little out of the question,                                                                                                                  
creating the dice game LOTS™ was my solution.                                                                                                                   
COPPLESTONE™ is pleased to introduce our dice game LOTS™.                                                       
We have made every effort to realize in this game its classic                                                    
potential. We believe after playing LOTS™ you will agree that                                                          
we have accomplished our goal. Our success will be                                                                   
measured in the amount of your enjoyment, made visible by                                                               
the size of your LOTS™ bank accounts. Good luck, and                                                                              
as the saying goes: When you are going to work; work hard.                                                           
When you are going to play; Play LOTS™. 
 

               ----------------     

                     

LOTS™ the Income-Investment Strategy Game  
 

Game (1) LOTS™ - Rules 
Object: Be the first player to advance your Place keeping Stamp from the Start Box, thirty-six 

spaces ahead to the Center Box for the win, (collecting as much cash in the process as possible). 

 

  



Game (2) HOUSE LOTS™  
Object: Instead of trying to beat the other players to the center win box, each player is racing 

a House Player, who uses a House Marker and advances one space each time the dice are rolled. 

Play continues until each player completes his or her race with the house. 

 

Game (3) LOTS-STOCK&TAXES™ 
 

Observe the rules of LOTS™ with the addition of seven Investment Cards. 

 

In the beginning of each person’s financial life, hope springs eternal. The game LOTS™ 

encapsulates a year of that life in as few as thirty-six roles of the dice. The version LOTS-

STOCK&TAXES™ additionally provides ways for players to have those earnings grow through any one 

of a number of investment opportunities, giving each and every player the chance to realize their 

financial hopes and dreams. 

Whether those hopes are modest or grand (that first thousand dollars or that first million), 

persistence here will give you your desired result. 

As professors of probability you earn your income on the LOTS™ canvas. You choose whether or not 

to use the Investment Cards. Pay your taxes; the rest of the cash is yours. LOTS-STOCKS&TAXES™ 

America’s Game of Dreams.                    

 

  SUPER DICE GAME - FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 

 

 
You know the BIG BANG theory… Once there was nothing. Then there was LOTS™!!! 
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Ages 8 to Adult 1 to 8 Players 

Caution: Please use care not to 
scratch the playing surface. No 
warrantees applied. All risk 
assumed. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

LOTS™ challenge; 
Set the record for 
the fewest moves 
needed to go from 
the Start Box to the 
Win Box. 

 

LOTS™ challenge; 
Set the record for 
the fewest games 
needed to amass a 
million dollars. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  
 

   

 
  



 

 

 

 

LOTS™ 
Made by COPPLESTONE 
NEWS FLASH! 
SUCCESSFUL SYSTEM DISCOVERED  
IN LAS VEGAS 
While playing Blackjack at the Las Vegas casinos, it was not long before I realized that the big winner at 
the end of each day was the house, the owners. Some of us would win a little, They would win a LOT! 
The reason they were winning, it occurred to me, was we were playing their games with their built in 
assurance of profit. THAT WAS IT! The Winning System (along the idea of - if you can't beat them join 
them) would be to somehow have the people playing my game. Since buying the casino was a little out of 
the question, creating the dice game LOTSTM was my solution. COPPLESTONETM is pleased to 
introduce our dice game LOTSTM . We have made every effort to realize in this game its classic potential. 
We believe after playing LOTSTM you will agree that we have accomplished our goal. Our success will be 
measured in the amount of your enjoyment, made visible by the size of your LOTSTM bank accounts. 
Good luck, and as the saying goes: 
When you are going to work; work hard. 
When you are going to play; Play LOTSTM. 
LOTSTM the Income-Investment Strategy Game 
Game (1) LOTSTM - Rules 
Object: Be the first player to advance your Place keeping Stamp from the Start Box, thirty-six spaces 
ahead to the Center Box for the win, (collecting as much cash in the process as possible). 
Game (2) HOUSE LOTSTM 
Object: Instead of trying to beat the other players to the center win box, each player is racing a House 
Player, who uses a House Marker and advances one space each time the dice are rolled. Play continues 
until each player completes his or her race with the house. 
Game (3) LOTS-STOCK&TAXESTM 
Observe the rules of LOTSTM with the addition of seven Investment Cards. 
In the beginning of each persons financial life, hope springs eternal. The game LOTS™ encapsulates a 
year of that life in as few as thirty-six roles of the dice. The version LOTS-STOCK&TAXESTM additionally 
provides ways for players to have those earnings grow through any one of a number of investment 
opportunities, giving each and every player the chance to realize their financial hopes and dreams. 
Whether those hopes are modest or grand (that first thousand dollars or that first million), persistence 
here will give you your desired result. 
As professors of probability you earn your income on the LOTSTM canvas. You choose whether or not to 
use the Investment Cards. Pay your taxes; the rest of the cash is yours. LOTS-STOCKS&TAXESTM 
America's Game of Dreams. 
SUPER DICE GAME - FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 
LOTSTM challenge; Set the record for the fewest moves needed to go from the Start Box so the Win Box.   
LOTSTM challenge; Set the record for the fewest games needed to amass a million dollars. 
You know the BIG BANG theory... Once there was nothing. Then there was LOTSTM!!! 
© 1992-2009 All Rights Reserved, COPPLESTONE, 6 Shadow Lane, Wellesley, MA 02482 
Ages 8 to Adult 1 to 8 Players 
Caution: Please use care not to scratch the playing surface. No warrantees applied. All risk assumed. 
 
 
Game (1) LOTS™                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Game (2) HOUSE LOTS™ 
Game (3) LOTS-STOCK&TAXES™ 
  
 
 



Game (1) LOTS™ - Rules 
Object: Be the first player to advance your Place keeping Stamp from the Start Box, thirty-six spaces 
ahead to the Center Box for the win, (collecting as much cash in the process as possible). 
 
Play: Each player places one of their six stamps in the Start Box, and their other five stamps in their 
Chance Box. These five stamps are used to mark which of the eleven numbers they believe will most 
likely match the number next rolled. When all choices are set the two dice are rolled. Those players who 
do match the number rolled by the dice, move their Place keeping Stamp forward the number of spaces 
indicated in the bottom of that numbers Selection Box and collect the cash indicated in the space they 
moved forward to. Players may place all five stamps on one number (which would increase their move by 
five times), or one stamp on five different numbers, or any other combination of choices they believe will 
give them their best chance to advance their Place Stamp. However players may not leave more than two 
Choice Stamps on Selection Boxes 2 or 12, and not more than three Choice Stamps on Selection Box’s 3 
or 11 unless they have fallen so far behind that these are the only options left to win the game. Players 
may wish to shield their selections from the other players until the Roller calls: No More Moves. 
 
WHO ROLLS THE DICE TO START?  High roll of the dice decides who rolls first, and then each player 
takes a turn rolling the dice (the roll moves ahead in a clockwise rotation, or at random if you prefer). 
 
WHAT ARE THE THREE CIRCLES FOR?  
Once the banker has made all transactions in a turn, the possessor of the Circle Card may choose to 
place one of their five Choice Stamps from their Chance Box into any one of the three Circles. They then 
quickly pass the Circle Card to the player to their left. That player may then place one of their stamps in 
any unoccupied Circle if they choose to and so on. 
Each Circle offers a combination of numbers, which might next be rolled by the dice. Example: Circle 2-6 
includes numbers 2,3,4,5 and 6. 
Each Circle has a (positive) + number indicating the number of spaces to move forward if successful and 
a (negative) – number indicating the number of spaces to move back (requiring a cash refund) if 
unsuccessful. A player may occupy a Circle for only one role of the dice at a time. After that roll they must 
return their stamp to their Chance Box and wait for the Circle Card to come around again. It is likely that 
players will often have winning choices in both the Chance Box and a Circle. Those players should move 
ahead twice and collect cash twice. 
 
IN CASE OF A TIE: 
There is only one $20,000 Winner. 
When a player reaches the Win Box all play stops. No one else moves. No one else collects any cash. 
When two or more players end up in the Win Box from the same space, high roll of the dice among those 
players wins, unless one of the players trumps the others by having more than one stamp in their 
Selection Box. 
Where two or more players enter the Win Box from differing spaces, the player who would advance 
further wins. Example: Player X is on space #35, player Y is on space #33, both players have one stamp 
on #12 and #12 is rolled. Player X wins. 
 
BANKER: Someone must volunteer to be the banker.  They have control of the pace of play and the 
responsibility to make all cash pay outs and take back all cash returns. This must be done in an orderly 
fashion, player by player, in a clockwise direction around the canvas. 
 
ROLLER TASKS: The player next to roll the dice first sees that the Circles are used according to the 
rules. Next when all the Choice Stamps have been placed the roller should control play by saying: ALL 
SET?   NO MORE MOVES. They then roll the dice. 
Number of Players: 2 to 8 [To include up to seventeen players: Have someone be the Banker, and have 
teams of two].             
Contents: One game canvas, 48 stamps, 2 die and lots of cash. 
 
TERMS: Place Stamp: The stamp used to track a players progress in the game 
Choice Stamps: The five stamps used to select numbers in the Chance Box or Circles. 



Chance Box: The box containing the numbers 2-12 
Selection Box: The eleven boxes within the Chance Box 
 
Once a player has won, add up all your assets and start all over again.                                                                                                  
08192002 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
 
Game (2) HOUSE LOTS™  
Object: Instead of trying to beat the other players to the center Win Box, each player is racing a House 
Player, who uses a House Marker and advances one space each time the dice are rolled. Play continues 
until each player completes his or her race with the house. 
 
THE BANKER: In the version HOUSE LOTS™ the players collect cash (if and only) when they enter the 
Win Box. 
 The total cash amount in all thirty-six spaces from the Start Box to the center Win Box when playing 
HOUSE LOTS™ is $150,000.  
When a player beats the House to the center Win Box they must add up the cash indicated in each space 
which the house has passed (including the space it is on), subtract that amount from $150,000 and collect 
the resulting amount in cash from the bank. 
When the house beats a player to the center Win Box they must add up the cash indicated in each space 
which the player has passed (including the space they are on), subtract that amount from $150 ,000 and 
collect the resulting amount from the bank. 
 
A round of HOUSE LOTS™ is over when all players have beaten the House to the Win Box, or the House 
reaches the Win Box. 
 
HOUSE: Players may wish to have one player establish himself as the House permanently, or rotate the 
House responsibilities. 
 
Observe the rules of LOTS™ with the addition of one Place Keeping Stamp for the House Player.  
 
Number of players: 1 to 9, [Solitary LOTS™- one player verses the house, (the House wins exact ties )]  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
 
Game (3) LOTS-STOCK&TAXES™ 
 
Observe the rules of LOTS™ with the addition of seven Investment Cards. 
 
In the beginning of each person’s financial life, hope springs eternal. The game LOTS™ encapsulates a 
year of that life in as few as thirty-six roles of the dice. The version LOTS-STOCK&TAXES™ additionally 
provides ways for players to have those earnings grow through any one of a number of investment 
opportunities, giving each and every player the chance to realize their financial hopes and dreams. 
Whether those hopes are modest or grand (that first thousand dollars or that first million), persistance 
here will give you your desired result. 
As professors of probability you earn your income on the LOTS™ canvas. You choose whether or not to 
use the Investment Cards. Pay your taxes, the rest of the cash is yours. LOTS-STOCKS&TAXES™ 
America’s Game Of Dreams. 
 
WHAT ARE THE SEVEN INVESTMENT CARDS?  
LOW RISK CARD- Bonds, Money markets 
MEDIUM RISK CARD- Mutual Funds 
HIGH RISK CARD- Individual Stocks 
HIGHER RISK CARD- Day Trader 
REAL ESTATE CARD- Sale of Property  



MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS- Purchase and Sale of Companies 
FAMOUS PAINTINGS- Fine Art Auction 
 
These cards represent the result of the sale of investments players have made over some time. Their use 
is optional. The player holding the Investment Card may  choose one of the seven Investment Cards, roll  
the dice and take the results specified on the card.  
Use it and quickly pass the cards on to the player to your left. 
Do not use an Investment Card until you have accumulated the cash needed to cover the possible loss 
involved. 
 
THE BANKER manages the pace of play. If they wish to speed up play, (with the players permission) they 
can restrict investment play to only those players who advanced on their last turn. The Banker makes all 
cash pay outs and takes back all cash returns, as they do in LOTS™. 
 
ROLLER TASKS: Once the banker has settled all accounts, the player next to roll the dice calls: 
CIRCLES? and sees that the circles are used according to LOTS™ rules. The roller next calls: ANY 
INVESTMENT PLAY? It is then time for any and all players who wish to use an Investment Card, to take 
one turn. When the investment play is done, and the Choice Stamps are all in place the roller calls ALL 
SET? NO MORE MOVES. Then the Game Roll is made and play continues. 
[To avoid player confusion, the roller should call out GAME ROLL when they roll the dice (which concerns 
all players) and the investment player should call out INVESTMENT ROLL when they roll the dice (which 
concerns only that player).] 
 
NET WORTH: Income, plus investment income, minus taxes owed equals net worth. 
(1) Players may choose to figure their net worth at the end of each game and return their cash to the 
bank. (keep a record of your deposits and withdrawals) or 
(2) Players may accumulate cash over many games and figure their net worth at the end of that days 
play. or 
(3) LIFETIME LOTS: Players may bring to today’s game their earnings from all their previous 
LOTS™ games.  This growing savings account brings with it the power and opportunity for these players 
to use the higher valued investment cards. Taxes can be figured annually, on April 15. 
(4) We will keep your LIFELOTS earnings total posted with your first name and  email address at our 
website lotsgame.com if you email us with your  currant after tax balance at lotsgame@aol.com. Discuss 
strategies with other LOTS™ enthusiasts in our chatroom. 
 
TAXES: Use the table below to figure your combined federal, state and local tax payment. 
 
Gross income                 tax percentage 
up to $20,000                 5% 
$20,000-$30,000            10% 
$30,000-$60,000            15% 
$60,000-$120,000          20% 
$120,000-$250,000        25% 
$250,000-up                  30% 
 
Contents: Same as LOTS™ with the addition of seven Investment Cards. 
 
Players note: (We find that the Circle Card and the Investment Card can sometimes slow down play. We 
are able to take turns at random, making sure all players have their turns.) 
 
Number of players: 2 to 8 (to include up to seventeen players, have someone be the bank and have 
teams of two) 
 
 © 1992-2002 All Rights Reserved, GOURMET GAMES® /   COPPLESTONE ARTWORKS™ , 6 Shadow 
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Game (1) LOTS™ - Rules 
Object: Be the first player to advance your Place keeping Stamp from the Start Box, thirty-six spaces 
ahead to the Center Box for the win, (collecting as much cash in the process as possible). 
 
Game (2) HOUSE LOTS™  
Object: Instead of trying to beat the other players to the center win box, each player is racing a House 
Player, who uses a House Marker and advances one space each time the dice are rolled. Play continues 
until each player completes his or her race with the house. 
 
Game (3) LOTS-STOCK&TAXES™ 
 
Observe the rules of LOTS™ with the addition of seven Investment Cards. 
 
In the beginning of each person’s financial life, hope springs eternal. The game LOTS™ encapsulates a 
year of that life in as few as thirty-six roles of the dice. The version LOTS-STOCK&TAXES™ additionally 
provides ways for players to have those earnings grow through any one of a number of investment 
opportunities, giving each and every player the chance to realize their financial hopes and dreams. 
Whether those hopes are modest or grand (that first thousand dollars or that first million), persistance 
here will give you your desired result. 
As professors of probability you earn your income on the LOTS™ canvas. You choose whether or not to 
use the Investment Cards. Pay your taxes, the rest of the cash is yours. LOTS-STOCKS&TAXES™ 
America’s Game Of Dreams. 
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Rules for the Game  

 
 

 



Contents:  
10 Six sided dice Over one hundred Geronimo G's to be placed in a pile at the center of the players. (For 
larger groups point values of 1, 5 and 25 should be assigned according to color)  

Players:  
As many as your Geronimo table will accommodate.  

To Begin:  
Select a player to roll 5 of the dice. The resulting combination of these dice is termed Geronimo, the 
object of the game. It is suggested that the object set of dice be placed in front of the object point setter 
until that Geronimo combination is rolled. After that a new Geronimo should be set by the player to the left 
of the last object setter; and play continues.  

The Play:  
After Geronimo is set, beginning with the person to the left of the object point setter and thereafter in a 
continuous order around the Geronimo table, that next player will (with the five playing dice) attempt to 
match exactly Geronimo.  

Winning Combination:  
In addition to rolling Geronimo (the big winner) other combination of colors maybe rolled which will win 
one of many lesser prizes. All prizes should be awarded immediately from the pot.  

The List Includes:  

Three of a Kind  

One "G" 

Rainbow (all five dice of different colors)  

Two "G's" 

Full House 

Three "G's" 

Four of a kind 

Seven "G's" 

Five of a kind 
Twelve "G's" 
After these chips have been awarded; the player should look to see if at least three of the five dice match 
Geronimo. If so, they may reroll those one or two non matching dice. If they roll two and one matches 
they may reroll the one not matching for a final attempt at Geronimo. In addition if a player matches three 
and with their free throw rolls a pair of any color they may reroll their free throw. If unsuccessful play 
continues around the table until someone does match Geronimo. (Note: when rolling free throws your 
objective is only to achieve a match of Geronimo. The roll of five dice is the only time lesser prizes are 
awarded),  

Geronimo; (with a combination of five colors), Twenty "G's" Geronimo; (with a combination of four colors), 
Twenty-five "G's" Geronimo; (with a combination of three colors), Thirty "G's" Geronimo; (with a 
combination of two colors),Thirty-five "G's" Geronimo; (with a combination of one color), Forty "G's"  

When the pot is exhausted of chips the game is over, the player with the most chips wins!  

©1983-2009 by COPPLESTONE 
Wellesley, MA 02482, All rights reserved. 
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PANDEMONIUM               Made by: COPPLESTONE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A game where fast paced action is coupled with a constant banter by all players 
resulting in a time warp where it’s hard to tell which rolls by more rapidly, the 
dice or the time.  

Object of the game:  
Players attempt to form color combinations such as, three of a kind, rainbow, 
(five  

PANDEMONIUM™ 

A game where fast paced action is coupled with a constant banter by all players 
resulting in a time warp where it’s hard to tell which rolls by more rapidly, the 
dice or the time.  

Object of the game:  
Players attempt to form color combinations such as, three of a kind, rainbow, 
(five different colors), full house, four of a kind, five of a kind or PANDEMONIUM - 
(The player’s five dice match the display set of dice).  

Method of Play:  
Player A rolls a set of five dice. The resulting combination of colors is termed pandemonium. These dice 
are placed for display on top of the clear pandemonium box. All players then begin rolling and re rolling 
their own five dice into their corner of the pandemonium box. Each player should ask themselves three 
questions, each time they roll their five dice:  
1. Do I have pandemonium? 
2. Do I have any winning combination for chips? 
3. Do I have at least three colors matching pandemonium so that I can re roll those non matching dice? 
The faster you can recognize these things the more rolls you will make and the more chances you will 
have to win. Once play and banter has begun it continues until someone attains twenty-five game points 
to win!  
Points of Play:  
When on the come out roll of the dice any winning color combination occurs, that player must announce 

 
 



that occurrence and take the proper number of chips from the pot. (Come out roll-when a player rolls all 
five dice)  

The Banter:  
Hold it, three of a kind, collecting one here. (one chip) 
Hold it, rainbow, collecting two here. (two chips) 
Hold it, full house, collecting three here. (three chips) 
Hold it, four of a kind, collecting seven here. (seven chips) 
Hold it, five of a kind, collecting twelve here. (twelve chips) 

Free rolls:  
If a player matches at least three of the five object set on their come out roll they may roll again those one 
or two non matching dice. If they roll two and match one they may roll the one not matching for a final 
attempt at pandemonium. In addition, if a player matches three, and with their free throw rolls a pair (of 
any color) they may reroll their free throw.  

The Banter: 
Three matching rolling two here. 
Four matching rolling one here. 
Pair, rolling again here. 

pandemonium ! ! ! 
This stops play momentarily. Chips are totaled and game points are awarded. Chips should be returned 
to the pot after each pandemonium. A new pandemonium combination should be established and play 
resumed.  

Game Points:  

pandemonium: (with a combination of one color) 9 game points 
pandemonium: (with a combination of two colors) 8 game points 
pandemonium: (with a combination of three colors) 7 game points 
pandemonium: (with a combination of four colors) 6 game points 
pandemonium: (with a combination of five colors) 5 game points 

The player with the most chips 3 game points 
The runner up in chip collection 1 game point 

25 Game Points Win ! ! ! 
Keep track of game points on a separate piece of paper.  

©1998 by COPPLESTONE 
Wellesley, MA 02482, All rights reserved. 

  

The creative process for PANDEMONIUM the conceptual thought and inspiration. PANDEMONIUM 
developed after one of three games meetings that I had with Ronald O. Weingartner at Milton Bradley Co. 
the world’s largest game company, arranged by my agent at the time James Montalto.  The main point 
that I took from his very conscientious, deliberate and all encompassing review and analysis of 
GERONIMO (he would conduct such a review after each games presentation, in turn) was that in a game 
of this type he feels it is best if all players are actively engaged all the time. I really appreciated this 
direction and my solution was the game PANDEMONIUM which is in a large part GERONIMO in a state 

http://www.gourmetgames.com/arr.html
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of directed chaos where all players are rolling, talking and collecting as many chips as they can as fast as 
they can, all at the same time. He was clear that he enjoyed GERONIMO’s play but that I needed to 
consider his point. I like both styles, GERONIMO and PANDEMONIUM.                                                                                   
(artists notes) 
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STACKMTM 
Four players: each player should select a pedestal to build their stack upon. The play: All players 
simultaneously begin stacking chips. The chips must be stacked in a repeating order according to color 
(red, white, blue, yellow, red, white, blue, yellow etc). Players should not race ahead or fall behind the 
other players. Stacking the same colored chip is the method by which players keep pace with each other.  

Stacking continues until a players stack falls. At that point play stops. All players whose stacks 

did not fall should move one of their colored chips up the tote board at least one space.  

The numbers one through five on the tote board indicate the number of spaces a player should 

move up the tote board after a fall. In other words if a player stack is piled high enough to reach 

within the space marked two on the tote board (a measuring paper is provided) that player should 

move their chip up two spaces on the tote board.  

A fall occurs whenever a player has any chip other than the one they are attempting to add to 

their stack falls.  

To resume play after a fall, the player whose chips have fallen should clear their pedestal and 

begin a new stack. All other players continue stacking on their already rising stacks.  

You may not straighten your stack as you play.  

You should move your chip up the tote board each time another players stack falls. If more than 

one players stack falls at the same time the other players should move up the number of spaces 

according to their stacks height multiplied by the number of players whose stacks have fallen.  

The first player to have five chips stacked on top of the tote board wins. In case of a tie those 

tying players should have a stack off. The last player stacking wins.  

©1998 by COPPLESTONE GAMES 
Wellesley, MA 02482, All rights reserved. 
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Concepts 
Here is a creative process summary for these products development (the conceptual thoughts). 
The initial inspiration to create all these mass produce able products was so that I would be not quite so 
starving an artist. The creative process involved in their conception and completion has resulted in a very 
gratifying feeling of accomplishment for me in itself. I felt I should write this down because so many times 
people have asked me, how did you come up with this or how did you think of that? So I’ve gone back 
through some of my projects. Each year, after a sailing trip I took in 1980, I would write down in a 
notebook concepts and ideas as they occurred to me and at the end of each year I would take the best 
one or two and make a prototype. If I thought it should go further I would make a sample batch usually a 
couple of dozen to a hundred or so to see if I could sell them or at least what interest I could find for them. 
It really began with the wooden PUZZEL CUBE.                                         
The HI DESIGN CUBE came to me in 1981as a way to display my artwork. 
Tick Tack Toes really grew out of the whole layered puzzles design theme used in the HI DESIGN CUBE. 
So did PEGGOTY, back to the artwork display theme. 
So did DOTS, more of the layered puzzle theme, with numbers.                              (artists notes) 
I think of these games as artworks, functional art, working sculptures – creative originals and collectables 
– the copple collection. 
 
Here is a creative process summary for the ORBITER (the conceptual thought). 

In 1980 the goal was set and the process begun. The goal in general – to create mass produce able 

products – (this one in particular, a ring- toss game).                                               The first attempt produced, 

in 1983, a package with a ring, string and hook in a package labeled EL TORO, which would be installed 

easily and inexpensively into any doorway.                  Eventually some upside down L shaped models of 

one inch square stock and less than a foot high were experimented with. This experimentation led to the 

simple concept (the AH HA moment) in 1988 (a wood base, two posts and a ring on a string that would 

swing from one long post up onto a shorter post). I went down to the workshop with this thought in mind 

and the building process took over. The basic measurements just came naturally (a base- lets try six 

inches square, two posts- they won’t work straight up so angle them- and their lengths- lets try two feet- 14 

“ for one, 10” for the other). A string and a ring and that was about it. It worked. That first model is  pretty 

much the ORBITER of today.              (artists notes) 

© 2009 All Rights Reserved, COPPLESTONE, Wellesley, MA 02482             

 

The creative process for GERONIMO the conceptual thought. 
The game GERONIMO came pretty much all at once. First the idea of a Dice game – then boom, the 
game just develops, I can usually see the whole thing play out in my minds eye and write it down or draw 
it out later. The main concept was matching, then the choice of numbers or colored dots – colored dots. 
Then how many dice – five. A set of five dice, to be matched by another set of five dice that you roll. Keep 
it simple. Some chips to let you know how you are doing and the name GERONIMO to call out when you 
match all five dice. When I was young GERONIMO was what the people yelled when they jumped out of 
their airplanes, skydiving, in the movies. Then it was the fun of working out the details and how to put the 
pieces together in a package.                                                                                              (artists notes) 
 
 
The creative process for E.S.P.. 
E.S.P. is very much a result of spending so much time with the base of the ORBITER. 
Drilling holes, it just seemed like a good idea to hide something there. So after many prototypes (basically 
trying to eliminate any removable parts) this E.S.P. the SHELL GAME of 2008 really works for me though 
the first working models were made in1991.                                                                                                      
(artists notes) 
 

The creative process for PANDEMONIUM the conceptual thought and inspiration. PANDEMONIUM 
developed after one of three games meetings that I had with Ronald O. Weingartner at Milton Bradley Co. 
the world’s largest game company, arranged by my agent at the time James Montalto.  The main point 



that I took from his very conscientious, deliberate and all encompassing review and analysis of 
GERONIMO (he would conduct such a review after each games presentation, in turn) was that in a game 
of this type he feels it is best if all players are actively engaged all the time. I really appreciated this 
direction and my solution was the game PANDEMONIUM which is in a large part GERONIMO in a state 
of directed chaos where all players are rolling, talking and collecting as many chips as they can as fast as 
they can, all at the same time. He was clear that he enjoyed GERONIMO’s play but that I needed to 
consider his point. I like both styles, GERONIMO and PANDEMONIUM.                                                                                   
(artists notes) 

NEWS FLASH! 

SUCCESSFUL SYSTEM DISCOVERED  

IN LAS VEGAS 

While playing Blackjack at the Las Vegas casinos, it was not  

 long before I realized that the big winner at the end of each day  

was the house, the owners. Some of us would win a little, 
They would win a LOT! The reason they were winning, it                                                                                                          
occurred to me, was we were playing their games                                                                                                              
with their built in assurance of profit. THAT WAS IT! The                                                            
Winning System (along the idea of – if you can’t beat them                                                             
join them) would be to somehow have the people playing my                                                                                                                                                                  
game. Since buying the casino was a little out of the question,                                                                                                                  
creating the dice game LOTS™ was my solution.                                                                                                                   
COPPLESTONE™ is pleased to introduce our dice game LOTS™.                                                       
We have made every effort to realize in this game its classic                                                    
potential. We believe after playing LOTS™ you will agree that                                                          
we have accomplished our goal. Our success will be                                                                   
measured in the amount of your enjoyment, made visible by                                                               
the size of your LOTS™ bank accounts. Good luck, and                                                                              
as the saying goes: When you are going to work; work hard.                                                           
When you are going to play; Play LOTS™.                                                       
artists notes) 

______________________________________________________________________________                                                    

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

CONCEPTS 

Here is a creative process summary for these products development (the conceptual thoughts). 

The initial inspiration to create all these mass produce able products was so that I would be not quite so starving an 

artist. The creative process involved in their conception and completion has resulted in a very gratifying feeling of 

accomplishment for me in itself. I felt I should write this down because so many times people have asked me, how 

did you come up with this or how did you think of that? So I’ve gone back through some of my projects. Each year, 

after a sailing trip I took in 1980, I would write down in a notebook concepts and ideas as they occurred to me and at 

the end of each year I would take the best one or two and make a prototype. If I thought it should go further I would 

make a sample batch usually a couple of dozen to a hundred or so to see if I could sell them or at least what interest I 

could find for them. It really began with the wooden PUZZEL CUBE.                                    

 

 



 

  MELT DOWN 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

MELT DOWNTM 
Object: To insert correctly as many rods as possible in the time allotted.  

Required position: All rods must rest as the same level.  

Procedure: Rest the cylinder on its side. Insert one black rod per chamber leaving 

approximately 1/4" of each rod visible. Engage the locking lever. Turn the cylinder up 

and begin setting the white rods.  

To score: Multiply the number of correctly inserted white rods by ten to obtain your 

score. When successful in setting all white rods in the allotted time, score 250 points.  

Suggestion: Use the longest rods first!  

Enjoy your game.  
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The HI DESIGN CUBE came to me in 1981as a way to display my artwork. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Tick Tack Toes really grew out of the whole layered puzzles design theme used in 
the HI DESIGN CUBE. 

So did PEGGOTY, back to the artwork display theme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

So did DOTS, more of the layered puzzle theme, with numbers.                              (artists 

notes) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              GOTO 
 

 

 

 

 

 

I think of these games as artworks, functional art, working sculptures – creative originals 

and collectables – the copple collection. 

________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

____________________________________________________________________ 

EIGHTPOINTTM National Eightpoint   
Tournament! 

 

 

 

 

 

EIGHTPOINTTM  

National Eightpoint   Tournament! 
 

 

 

 

 
When you play EIGHTPOINT™ plan to use all your shots. Play conservatively. Make those long careful 
run outs (pocket / position, pocket / position) but at the same time keep your eyes open for an opportunity 
to pop that combination, hit that bank shot,kiss and caroom. Here you must display all your shot making 
abilities in order to score points while you are pocketing balls.  
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Rules For The Game  

TYPE OF GAME: EIGHTPOINT™ is a billiard game where players begin with twenty-five 

points. The object is to lose as few points as possible and gain as many points as possible while 

you play nine racks of EIGHTPOINT™ (a format similar to eightball). (Only very good players 

can meet the challenge to keep above the twenty-five points that they begin with. The player 

with the most points wins).  

POINT LOSS:  

(a ) One point is subtracted for each inning played.  

POINT GAIN: 

(a) BANK SHOT: One point is added for each called bank struck in a successful shot. 

[Indicating the striking of a cushion along which a ball will travel into a pocket is not necessary 

nor can you claim any extra points for doing so. Sending a ball into a cushion then into another 

ball as part of a shot may be called for extra points. (A ball just a credit cards width off the 

cushion may seem like an easy point, but they will come to both players and you may find in this 

game you need an easy point once in a while). If a ball is resting on a cushion along which the 

intended pocket is located no extra point is scored].  

(b) COMBINATION: One point is added for each called combination in a successful shot, (in 

addition one point is added for each ball struck, caroom, kiss, cushion or bank called in said 

combination).  

(c) RUN: Two points are added whenever all seven balls of a group are run. A point should be 

added if the eightball is pocketed continuing that run.(It should be announced that all seven balls 

of a group are still in play so that the referee will be aware of the possibility).  

SINGLE PLAYER EIGHTPOINT / HANDICAP: 

A player begins with twenty-five points, add and subtract points as they occur while they play 

nine racks of EIGHTPOINT. In a perfect game they must legally pocket seven balls of one 

group, legally pocket the eightball and then legally pocket the seven balls of the other group. A 

miss ends an inning. Following each inning the player adopts the opposite group of balls as their 

object group and continues shooting.  

TWO PLAYER EIGHTPOINT / COMPETITION: 

Each player begins with twenty-five points , adds and subtracts points as they occur while they 

play nine racks of EIGHTPOINT. At the end of each inning the next player adopts the opposite 

group of balls as their object and continues the game. Failure to pocket a ball on the break ends 

the inning. A loss may occur before nine games have been played if a players point total goes to 

zero. (They may also establish a winning score - example - first player to reach fifty points wins)  

INNINGS PROCEDURE: 

An inning is complete when a player fails to legally pocket an object ball of the group at which 

they are shooting. They then score minus one point for the inning and resume shooting (as in the 

game eightball) at the opposite group. If the balls of that group have been pocketed then the 

eightball is the object ball. If the eightball has been pocketed they must resume shooting at the 

remaining balls, until all fifteen balls of the rack have been pocketed. If a player fouls by failing 



to follow the procedure of switching object groups after an inning they must forfeit any and all 

points scored during that improper inning.  

CALL YOUR SHOT: 

All that is necessary to legally pocket a ball is to indicate the object ball and the pocket into 

which it is intended. Uncalled events do not effect the shot or score. However to score extra 

points a player must call whatever additional cushions, banks, kisses, carooms, etc. from which 

they wish to score points. Failure to complete any part of a called shot is a miss and results in the 

termination of that inning, even though you may have succeeded in pocketing the ball.  

PLAYERS: One or more.  

BALLS USED: Standard set of object balls numbered 1-15, plus cue ball: or bi-colored balls 

( seven each of two colors ) plus cue ball and eightball.  

THE RACK: Standard triangle rack with the apex ball on the foot-spot and the eightball in the 

center of the triangle. One ball from each group is put on the two rear corners, the rest of the 

balls may be placed at random.  

OBJECT OF THE GAME: To score as many points as possible while legally pocketing all the 

balls of either group (1-7 of one color) or 9-15 of the other color) then the eightball and then 

what is left of the other group.  

TOURNAMENT PLAY: Tournament play is usually based on the total points scored in nine 

racks.  

OPENING BREAK: Player must make an open break or pocket a ball.  

DETERMINATION OF GROUPS: Table remains open until after the break, a player legally 

pockets a ball.  

1. A legally pocketed ball of a players group entitles the shooter to continue in that inning until 

they fail to legally pocket a ball.  

2. If the eightball is pocketed on an opening breakshot the player will score three points, re-rack 

and break again.  

3. Combination shots involving balls of both groups are legal. A player must cause the cue balls 

first contact to be with a ball of their object group. Failure to do so is a foul.  

4. When shooting at an open table, a player must make the cue ball contact a ball and either (1) 

pocket a ball, or (2) cause the cue ball or any object ball to contact a cushion.  

5. When shooting at their object group or the eightball the cue balls first contact must be with 

that object group or eightball. Failure to do so is a foul.  



6. SCRATCH / FOUL: Balls remain off table no extra points scored. 

(a) (in a single player competition) the player has cue ball in hand behind the headstring. If all 

their object balls are behind the headstring, the object ball closest to the headstring may be 

placed on the foot-spot at their request (also applies to the eightball when it is the object ball).  

(b) (in a two or more player competition) the players have cue ball in hand anywhere on the 

table.  

7. The eightball may be used in combination at any time.  

8. The eightball may not be legally pocketed unless prior to the shot the shooting player 

designates to the opponent or referee preferably by physical marker the pocket into which they 

are playing the eightball.  

9. EIGHTBALL FOUL: Eightball spotted loss of one point, when a player commits any of the following 

infractions:  

(a) pockets the eightball when it is not their legal object ball.  

(b) pockets the eightball on the same stroke as their last group ball(s).  

(c) jumps the eightball off table at any time.  

(d) Pockets the eightball in any pocket other than the one designated. (e) pockets the cue ball 

while shooting at the eightball.  

10. ILLEGALLY POCKETED BALLS: Not spotted no penalty unless the illegally pocketed ball 

is the eightball.  

11. JUMPED OBJECT BALLS: Not spotted (remain off table) no penalty with play continuing 

unless the jumped ball is the eightball.  
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Your game score is the number of points you have above or below twenty five. Your Handicap is 

the average of the best ten scores of your last twenty games.Twenty five is par. The player with 

the most points wins.  

EIGHTPOINT™ TOURNAMENT FORMAT  

1. SECTION ONE: Players are paired off, assigned a table and begin play, alternate after each 

inning. After each round of nine racks, the winner remains at the table and the loser is paired 

with a player with a similar score at another table. Players with ties remain at the table and begin 

the next round of nine racks. After players complete two rounds of nine racks each, reduce the 

field by approximately half. 

2. SECTION TWO: Lets say for example you began with 60 players now your down to 32. Pair 

the players by similar scores and play another round of nine racks. Keep a running record of each 

players score (above or below par) all during the tournament. After players complete another 

round (total three rounds of nine racks each now) reduce the field again by approximately half 

(now we are down to say 16 players). The players cut would have places 17th, 18th and so on. 

3. SECTION THREE: (The Finals) Players are again paired by similar scores and play the final 



round - nine racks. The player with the highest score wins. If players tie for first place they must 

play nine racks to tie break.  

Player A paired with Player B - nine racks 

Player A paired with Player P - nine racks HALF WAY CUT 

Player A paired with Player S - nine racks FINAL CUT 

Player A paired with Player W - nine racks Winner after four rounds 

May wish to double to eight rounds for weekend events  

COPPLESTONE GAMES® will soon provide to Billiard Clubs who wish them our standard 

score cards or if they wish, with specialty score cards featuring a photograph of their club and 

logo, when photo provided. Place these cards on your desk. Provide them to your customers and 

use them as you would a business card or advertisement. We also will soon have wall chalk score 

boards available.  
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 CAPS
TM 

 

A POCKET BILLIARDS GAME 

CAPS™ applies the scoring concepts of 

golfing to pocket billiards. It's one of the few 

games that can be quite interesting as a 

solitary exercise since, like golf, there is a 

perfect score (par 72) to strive for, and a 

player can measure improvement quite easily 

over time playing CAPS™. CAPS™ is quite 

interesting as a competitive game, in a 

tournament venue, single game or match play 

rack by rack.  

PLAYERS 

Any number.  

BALLS USED 

Any five balls, plus the cue ball. 

(one through five if you choose to play in 

rotation)  

THE RACK 

Standard triangle position (front apex ball on 

the foot spot), using 1-2 (par three), 1-2-1 (par 

four) and 1-2-1-1 (par five) rack 

configurations.  

OBJECT OF THE GAME 

To score a par score or better in solitary play. 

In competition, to score a lower point total (in 

18 holes racks) than opponent(s).  

SCORING 

Each shot scores as a stroke in golf. The fewer strokes used to pocket your object group the 

better.  

OPENING BREAK 

At the start of each rack, they have a free break (Tee Shot) (no special balls to cushion or other 

requirements once break stroke commences).  

RULES OF PLAY 

Following the break shot pocket all balls of the object group (three balls - par three, four balls- 

par four and five balls - par five). 

Each shot is counted as a stroke, use as few strokes as possible. 

http://www.copplestonegames.com/images/caps_fullsize.gif


There are eighteen holes (racks) - four par threes, eight par fours and four par fives. 

On the front nine the par orders are 3,3,4,4,5,5,4,4 and 4. 

On the back nine the par orders are 3,3,4,4,5,5,4,4 and 4. 

Any pocketed ball is a legally pocketed ball.  

(some public venues may choose to play in rotation format)  

OBJECT BALLS JUMPED OFF THE TABLE 

All spotted, cue ball played in position.  

CUE BALL AFTER JUMP OR SCRATCH 

Cue ball in hand behind the head string. Foul.  

PENALTY FOR FOULS: 

One stroke is added to the players score, cue ball in hand behind the head string (if theonly 

object balls are also behind the head string the ball closest to the head spot may be spotted on the 

foot spot at the players request).  

HOLE  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

PAR  3 3 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 36 

HANDICAP  10 2 16 12 6 8 14 18 4  

           

 

HOLE 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18  

PAR 3 3 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 36 

HANDICAP 9 1 15 11 5 7 13 17 3  

           

Your handicap is the difference between par ( 72 ) and the average of the best ten scores of your 

last twenty games.  

 
CAPS™  

Appealing pocket billiards format for televised viewing 

Thought process, inspiration and conceptual development.  



Comparing and contrasting the sports of pocket billiards and golf, and the questions I asked 

myself, while developing the concept and format for a new game, were - 

1. Why is golf so popular? 

2. What is it about golf that draws so many, even non-golfers to watch golf on television on the 

weekends? 

3. What are the things that we golfers do that brings us back out to play day after day? 

One of the answers I thought, has something to do with the score card. The way we measure our 

progress as we take on the challenges of the games.When we watch the golf tournaments on the 

weekend, we love the tote board. Who'sahead, what just happened, who went up who went down 

and why. Show us the video tape.In our own games we love to take that blank score card from 

our club and begin again. A new round, a new opportunity. Maybe today is the day we put it all 

together, break one hundred, shoot in the eighties, shoot par (72) and put the card on the wall, 

each of us have our own goals. How could I capture the allure of all that? That is some of what 

led me to develop CAPS™.  

What are the parts of the game? 

A number of individual challenges, holes, racks, that if you play just right will give you the par 

or better that we are after, then on to the next one. RACKS - EIGHTEEN - 4 par 3's, 8 par 4's 

and 4 par 5's. How would the racks work? Use three balls for the par threes, four for the fours 

and five balls for the par fives. The number of strokes it takes to pocket the balls is your score. 

SIMPLE!  

The name CAPS™ evolved from the idea that this game would provide a good method to 

handiCAP your pocket billiards play. Next - when I imagined sixty players in a CAPS™ 

tournament, with all of them breaking so often, it would have to sound like a ton of caps cracking 

off.  

I hope players take up the CAPS™ challenge. 

The KEY SHOT - How do we pocket a ball on each break when using only three, four and five 

balls to a rack. There must be a sure repeatable way. What is it? Where do we place the cue ball? 

Where do we contact the apex ball? Or do we hit one of the rear balls? Where and how hard? 

After that, make sure of that run out, no mistakes, position.NOT MANY BALLS. THE PATH 

IS CLEAR. EXECUTE!!!  

 

 

 

 

 

 



CAPS™ TOURNAMENT FORMAT  

1. SECTION ONE: Players are paired off, assigned a table and begin play. Alternate after each 

rack. After each round of eighteen racks each, the winner remains at the table and the loser is 

paired with a player with a similar score at another table. Players with ties remain at the table and 

begin the next round. After players complete two rounds reduce the field by approximately half. 

2. SECTION TWO: Lets say for example you began with 60 players now your down to 32 ( all 

32 will finish in place, by score ). Pair the players by similar scores and play another two rounds. 

Keep a running record of each players score (above or below par) all during the match. After 

players complete another two rounds (total four now) reduce the field again by approximately 

half (now we are down to say 16 players). The players cut would have places 17th,18th and so 

on. 

3. SECTION THREE: (The Finals) Players are again paired by similar scores. Two rounds to go. 

The player with the lowest score wins. If players tie for first place they must play a round to tie 

break. 

( If the player quality is able to maintain par, CAPS™ should be played in rotation).  

Player A paired with Player B - eighteen racks 

Player A paired with Player P - eighteen racks HALF WAY CUT 

Player A paired with Player R - eighteen racks 

Player A paired with Player L - eighteen racks FINAL CUT 

Player A paired with Player E - eighteen racks 

Player A paired with Player W - eighteen racks Winner after six rounds 

May wish to go to nine rounds for weekend events  

COPPLESTONE GAMES® will soon provide to Billiard Clubs who wish them our standard 

score cards or if they wish with specialty score cards featuring a photograph of their club and 

logo, when provided. Place these cards on your desk. Provide them to your customers and use 

them as you would a business card or advertisement. We also will have wall chalk score boards 

available.  

© 2004 All Rights Reserved 

David W. Copplestone 

6 Shadow Lane 

Wellesley, MA 02482  

Some of the CAPS™ rules layout is modeled after Bowlliards. 

©2004 by COPPLESTONE GAMES 
Wellesley, MA 02482, All rights reserved. 
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Business category: Toys & Games 
 
Mission: To create and entertain. 
 
David W. Copplestone       
Message: I create, develop and market challenging, decorative desktop toys, games and brainteasers. 
Our games fill the needs of the recreational activities market / therapeutic recreation fields and all those 
who enjoy tournament play. 
Your online source for high quality games created and developed by David Copplestone. 
 
Copplestone Games 
These interesting games, gifts and brainteasers are designed to have the sculptural look of a work of art 
with the function of a very dynamic and challenging game to play. Hand made in the USA. These games 
have been developed by artist and inventor David Copplestone to achieve his goal - to create and 
entertain.  
The Orbiter and the Putting Rail use a scorecard and a method of play similar to the game of Golf to 
enhance the playability of the game.  
E.S.P. has added the charm, allure and method of play similar to America’s national pastime - Baseball.  
SHOEBOPS are a shoe-lace accessory, meant to display OPTIMISM, HEALTH and ENERGY!!! 
Copplestone Games come in a variety of sizes. 
 
 
 Products: We proudly make and market the games: Copplestones Orbiter, Copplestones Putting Rail, 
Shoebops, E.S.P., Lots, Geronimo, Melt Down, Tick Tack Toes, Peggotty, Dots, Hi Design Cube, 
Stackum, Pandemonium, Eightpoint, Caps. We are excited about the recent developments we have been 
making on the Orbiter most notably the addition of the six foot model which really gets the crowd’s 
attention when we take it out for some fun at a neighborhood gathering, fund raiser, company event or 
beach-party. The same holds true of the 48 inch putting rail which now features all of the competitive 
challenges that you experience playing the great, royal and ancient game of golf. 

 

COPPLESTONE LLC 
David W. Copplestone 
6 Shadow Lane 
Wellesley, MA 02482 
copplestonegames@verizon.net 
http://copplestonegames.com/ 
http://www.facebook.com/copplestonellc 
http://www.youtube.com/user/orbiterringtoss 

 

Contact: Copplestone                                                    
Email: copplestonegames@verizon.net                                                  Web.: www.copplestonegames.com 
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